
Vehicle Update “I thank my God in all my remembrance of  you, always in every prayer of  mine for you all making 
my prayer with joy, because of  your partnership in the gospel from the first day until now” (Philippians 1:3-5, ESV).  Thank 
you so much for all of  your prayers and support! The Lord has graciously brought in all of  the additional 
financial support we needed to purchase a good and reliable Toyota Prado (pictured above). We are so thankful 
for God’s abundant provision through all of  you for this tool that is so needed for ministry here. We have already done some 
ministry work in the compounds here (poorer areas around town) and have found that the ground clearance and big tires 
have been extremely helpful in navigating through the two feet deep puddles (ponds) and rocks that go with driving in the 
city of  Lusaka and elsewhere in Zambia. Thank you so much for your partnership in the spread of  the gospel in Zambia!

The First Open Heart Surgery in Zambia 
	 First successful open heart surgery in the world: September 2, 1952 at the 
University of  Minnesota. First [successful] open heart surgery in Zambia: March 
21, 2011 at Fairview Hospital, Lusaka.
	 Zambia is a place where dreams rarely come true. With such abject 
poverty, people are more concerned with daily existence than grandiose dreams. 
But recently I was privileged to volunteer my nursing skills in the 
history-shaping dream of  one Zambian Christian - namely, to provide 
open heart surgery for little cost to people who would die without it, and all for 
the glory of  God. 
	 A group of  40 cardiac surgeons, doctors, anesthesiologists, nurses, and 
physical therapists from New Zealand and Northern Ireland came to Zambia, 

volunteering their skills 
and all the equipment 
needed for open heart 
surgery. For two weeks, 
they assessed, operated, 
and evaluated the seven people 
that underwent this operation for the first time in 
Zambia. All of  the patients needed heart valve replacements due to 
lack of  treatment for strep throat which resulted in rheumatic heart 
disease, a common and fatal condition here without surgery.
! As a nurse, I loved removing chest tubes and administering 
medications. But my highlights of  the week were not medical or skills-
related. Rather, it was so rewarding to be able to openly point patients  
to the Healer of  our greatest heart disease - sin. And it was humbling 
to see the gratefulness of  the patients and families as they approached 
the nurse’s desk. As the second patient was preparing for discharge, 
her father said with an unrestrained smile, “I am overwhelmed 
with happiness.” For more details on this, go to our blog (below).
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Prayer Requests
PRAISE: The Lord graciously provided a truck 
(pictured above) for us and the extra funds 
needed to purchase it through your support! 

Pray for our language learning. It is going slower 
than we were hoping. 

Pray for strength and wisdom for John and Eta, 
our partners in the CROSS Ministry. 

Pray for our marriage, that the Lord would keep 
it vital and that it would represent Christ and the 
Church to local Zambian congregations. 

Pray for unity, endurance, hope, and joy in the 
Lord for the AZ team.

Derek at a C.R.O.S.S. Seminar

 Open Heart Surgery Patient
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